
Croc and Bird
by Alexis Deacon



Activities to 
support reading  
Croc and Bird
The following activities are 
suggestions only and can be adapted 
to suit the needs of the class. Tasks 
begin simply and build in complexity. 
Use whichever you think would be 
most appropriate for your group and 
feel free to build your own activities 
around the same theme.

In response to my story Croc and Bird 
we are going to be looking at Animals. 

Animals grew to look very different  
by adapting to the world around 
them, meeting the challenges of 
life in all sorts of ways, just like the 
characters in the story. Let’s look at 
three environments that animals 
have learned to live in.

WATER
 

s Using a sink, bucket or tub of water, feel the 
sensation of putting your hands in. 

s What words would you use to describe how 
it feels? If it’s ok to make a mess, can you try 
pushing and splashing the water? Is it easier 
with fingers open or closed? What if you use 
something as a paddle? You can try this next 
time you’re in a swimming pool.

Science Activities 
 
s Find images of animal feet online or from a 
reference book. 

Looking at pictures of animals’ feet, the children 
decide which feet belong to the water animals.

Can they match all the feet to their owners? 

You can use animals such as frogs and toads, 
ducks, geese, seals and sealions for the water 
animals. Try to match similar land animals with 
the water animals you have chosen so the 
children can see how their feet have adapted 
for being in water.

s If you have them, you can also use plastic 
animals to think about who might live in the 
water. Put the animals that live in the water 
inside the bucket. Talk about your choices with 
the rest of the class.
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Drawing games
�

s Using a water-soluble material (such as 
Derwent Inktense pencil) make lots of scribbly 
lines on a page. Now take a big brush and 
paint water over the top. Can you make the 
shape of a fish? When your painting is dry you 
can bring out the shape by drawing around 
it with a black pen. Try giving your fish some 
character with eyes and a mouth. 

s You can try the same game the other way 
around with a non-water-soluble wax crayon. 
Draw a fish on your paper in crayon then paint 
over with a dark watercolour. The paint will run 
off the drawing like magic!

s On a sunny day you can paint with water in 
the playground. Use a big brush and a jar or 
bucket of water and make drawings with the 
wet lines. See if you can draw a giant fish or 
a whale. How big can you make your picture 
before it disappears? If you are feeling very 
ambitious you can even try painting with a 
mop!

What do you think life is like in the water? 
Would you like to live in the water? Do you 
like to swim? 
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AIR

s Using a hairdryer on cold air setting, blow air 
towards students. How does the air feel? Do you 
like the feeling? See how many words you can 
find to describe it.

s Again, using the hairdryer, hold a sheet of A4 
paper so that it is flat to the wind. Is it difficult 
to hold it this way? Try folding a simple paper 
aeroplane and hold it up to the hairdryer nose 
first. Is this easier? Can you feel the wings lifting 
as the air rushes past?

s Blow up a balloon. Try to keep it in the air 
just by blowing at it. Can the class work 
together to make a record time?

Science activities 
 
s With a straw, try blowing bubbles in a tub  
of water. What happens to the bubbles? Are 
they lighter or heavier than the water, do they 
go up or down? 

s Draw a picture of a feather. Look as closely 
as you can. Why do you think it is so useful for 
flying? Try pushing the feather fast through 
the air. Does it feel similar to the paddle in the 
water? Did you know that birds’ wings inspired 
designers to make the wings of planes the same 
shape? The shape is called an aerofoil. Have  
you ever been in a plane? Were you scared?

s Compare clean animal bones. This will also 
work with photographs from an online resource 
or reference book. Look at two bones, not too 
different in size, one from a mammal and one 
from a bird (for example a sheep or pork rib and 
a chicken leg bone). Without telling them who 
the bones belong to can the children guess 
which belongs to the bird and why?

 

 
Drawing games 

s You can paint a picture using air by blowing 
wet paint across a piece of paper. You will need 
a straw, pipettes to put drops of paint on the 
page and some dilute watercolour, poster paint 
or similar. See if you can make something like 
the shape of a bird.

s If you cover the page in splashes you can cut 
the shape of a bird from the paper afterwards. 
See where you think the head, wings and tails 
might be and cut out your birds. You can draw 
on eyes and mouths afterwards.

s Try putting your birds on plain coloured paper 
and then against a paper covered with splashes. 
Which one is easier to see?

Have you ever dreamed of flying? If you could 
fly, what would you do? Where would you go? 
Perhaps you would meet the bird you have 
just made up there. Write a short story to tell 
us about your journey. 
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 EARTH
s Take a bucket or tub of sand or earth and 
try running your fingers through it. This is  
the same thing we tried with water and 
with air. Can you find new words to describe 
how it feels? Which one was hardest to 
move through, the water, the air, or the 
sand/earth?

s We know that creatures can swim in the 
sea and fly in the air but we live here on 
the ground. We walk or run when we move 
about but what other ways can you find 
to move? You could try jumping, crawling, 
shuffling, sliding, slithering, rolling... can you 
think of more ways? Which is the quickest? 
If you like to race you could try a race 
between the different ways of moving and 
then try racing using just one at a time (all 
jumping, all crawling etc). Which one feels 
the most fun?

Science activities 
 
s What happens to rocks when they’re 
dropped in a bucket of water? Compare that 
to the bubbles of air. Which is the heaviest? 

s You can make a colourful sand jar by 
dying sand (or salt or sugar) different colours 
with paint or food colouring. Use just the 
right amount of liquid, so that the grains 
are coloured without swimming in liquid. 
When the sand is dry try pouring it in layers 
into a plastic or glass jar. See what kinds of 
patterns you can make. Did you know, when 
scientists find animal bones buried in the 
earth, they can find out how old the bones 
might be by counting the different layers of 
rock and earth above them? Students could 
make a sand jar with one layer for every year 
since they were born.

s Try burying some plastic animals in a  
tub of sand. Can you find them all? Once 
found can you sort them into groups  
based on whether they live mostly on 
land, in the water or in the air. Discuss the 
differences between the groups with  
the rest of the class. 

Drawing games 
 
s Just like we did with the water outside, 
try drawing with chalk in the playground. 
Chalk is a kind of rock. What is happening to 
the chalk as you draw? How big an animal 
can you draw? Can you draw a life-size 
elephant?

s What sorts of funny shapes can you make 
with just your body? Try lying down on the 
floor outside in an unusual shape. Have a 
classmate or teacher draw around you with 
the chalk. When the outline is done can you 
change it into an animal?

�

s Have you ever built a sandcastle? Try 
drawing a plan for the perfect sand-home 
for an animal of your choice. Now try to 
make what you have drawn. See if the whole 
class can work together to make the world’s 
best sandcastle!
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If you would like to look at animals 
some more, here are some other 
activities you can try with your class:

s Animals are grouped together into families by 
the features that they share. Try playing a game 
of Animal Guess Who and see how quickly 
you can guess the right animal. You will need 
to make a set of animal cards. Cut card into 
pieces of around A5 size (or buy pre-cut) then 
stick pictures of animals to the cards, five each 
from the five main vertebrate groups, Mammals, 
Reptiles, Amphibians, Birds and Fish. Ask 
questions like this: Does your animal have fur? 
Does your animal have legs? Does your animal 
have a tail? What are the big questions, what are 
the small ones? Can you find which group a new 
animal belongs to just by looking?

s You can play another version of this  
game just by using animals that hatch from 
eggs. Use the animal sheets I’ve drawn for  
this resource or find pictures online or  
from a reference book. Isn’t it amazing how 
many different types of animal can hatch  
out of eggs?

On the theme of friendship 
  
s You have heard of a family tree. Now try 
making a friendly forest! Work as a class or in 
small groups. You will need a large sheet of 
paper, A2 or bigger. Draw a picture of yourself 
and draw lines out to all the other people you 
know. When you think of someone you know, 
write their name on the paper (and draw a 
picture of them if you like). Try not to write the 
same name as someone else. If two or more  

people know the same person just draw a line 
to that name from your picture, wherever it is on 
the page and whoever wrote it first. Try to join 
up with the other people in the class to see how 
many people you know all together.

s What is the difference between friends 
and family? Are both important? Do you think 
animals have friends?

s Croc and Bird is a story about animal friends. 
Using the cards you made for Animal Guess 
Who, pick two cards at random. Can you think 
of something both would like to do? What could 
they teach each other? When you’ve thought of 
something write it down and draw a picture of 
the two friends. You can play this game as often 
as you like to make new friends and new stories.

s Now that you know a little about animals, it’s 
time to make a mask of your favourite. Study 
a photograph or model or even better go and 
see the animal you chose. Use a paper plate 
or sheet of A4 card. Wrap it around your face 
and mark with a pencil where the eye holes 
should go. Decorate your mask with paints and 
cut paper. Add fur or scales or horns or ears or 
stripes or spots... whatever your animal needs! 
When wearing the mask think about how you 
should move. Where do you live? Where do you 
sleep? What do you eat? Does anyone eat you? 
Are you big and heavy or small and light? Do 
you swim, fly, run or crawl? When everybody 
has made their mask, you can try filming all the 
animals together in the playground? If you like 
you can share your mask with a classmate. Can 
you teach them how they should move in the 
mask if they want to be like you? Which animals 
did your friends choose?

s Finally, draw a picture or make a model of the 
animal you chose and write what you think a 
normal day is like for them.  
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